Admor: For all your practice needs
Admiral is not just another office furniture company. With 30 years’ experience in the office furniture industry and a reputation for excellent service, Admor can offer you a full service, showing you how your practice can be designed and space planned smoothly and project a good image to its patients.

But Admiral is currently undergoing a major refurbishment in the practice and, on the advice of a consultant, went to Admor to purchase our reception desk and office chairs. The service provided by Admor from start to finish was outstanding and the finished product met all our expectations. The delivery was prompt. It’s important that the partners of your practice reflect the high standards of service that we can offer so we were delighted to find that Admor could provide us with good quality, yet affordable furniture. We were so pleased with the purchase that we also ordered some storage boxes from the company and will certainly be doing more business with them in the future," said Sarah Ford, Practice manager, Huntingdon Dental Practice, Cambridgebridge.

For more information visit www.admor.co.uk or call 01933 889 915 to speak to a representative.

Nusonic NAC for CQC- approved cooling systems
Blackwell Supplies is proud to offer dental practitioners an advanced cooling solution that also assists them in achieving CQC and HTM 01-05 compliance. Nusonic Direct provides an air conditioning system that ensures the safety of your patients and staff and which also meets the demands of current and future regulations.

Nusonic’s general-purpose, ammonia-free cleaning solution designed for use in ultrasonic cleaners for reliable and consistent instrument sterilisation. Safe to use and free of toxic fumes, Nusonic not only cleans reusable instruments but also degrades them to their former shape and activity prevents rust to build up over time.

The concentration is available in 1 litre and 5 litre containers and can be obtained according to the individual needs of the practices.

For more information please contact John Jessop of Blackwell Supplies on 020 7224 1457, fax 020 7224 1004 or email john.jessop@blackwellsupplies.co.uk

CosTech Elite® offer a money back guarantee to all its customers.

The restoration will arrive at the clinician’s practice by the seventh day, or earlier if the Elite® express service is selected.

As the team at CosTech Elite® consists of specially selected experienced GDC registered professionals, CosTech Elite® is a Kent based laboratory, dedicated to providing high restorations, as well as an efficient service for practising and registered practitioners.

To that end, not only it offers a five year guarantee on all its prosthetics, but it has also introduced the Elite® express service to ensure its customers will receive their much needed restorations quickly.

As the team at CosTech Elite® consists of specially selected experienced GDC registered technicians, all restorations are individually crafted to meet the needs of the patient and meets the CQC requirements and HTM 01-05. CosTech Elite® believe in going the extra mile for its patients and as such, after the prosthetics is finished, it is placed in an attractive presentation box before being sent.
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**The All-on-4™ technique is a life changing procedure**

The All-on-4™ system from Nobel Biocare is a cost effective implant system allowing practitioners to fix a fixed bridge on the same day as extraction. The All-on-4™ technique enables surgeons to use existing anterior implants and two angulated posterior implants to hold a full arch restoration, meaning that in many cases patients leave the surgery with a fully functional prosthetic after just one treatment visit. Dr John Moshonas of Oasis EagleImplant Dental Centre in Manchester, has been one of Nobel Biocare’s SpeedyGrowth™ implant systems. The All-on-4™ technique enables surgeons to use existing anterior implants and two angulated posterior implants to hold a full arch restoration, meaning that in many cases patients leave the surgery with a fully functional prosthetic after just one treatment visit. Dr John Moshonas of Oasis EagleImplant Dental Centre in Manchester, has been one of Nobel Biocare’s SpeedyGrowth™ implant systems.

**The Inman Aligner**

The Inman Aligner is an innovative therapy that allows orthodontists to deliver fast and effective treatment to patients. With its simple and effective design, the Inman Aligner offers a low-cost and efficient alternative to traditional orthodontic treatment.

**Sirona DAC Universal – SUPERFAST and RELIABLE**

The Sirona DAC Universal integrated instrument cleaner, culer and autoclave has 27 adapters to replace any handpiece and takes approximately 12 minutes to thoroughly clean all your surgery instruments, just a fraction of the time spent cleaning by hand. The Sirona DAC Universal is simply designed, easy to use and begin the process with a cold wash to remove biofilm, followed by a warm cycle to remove the remaining debris. Because it is so efficient, the Sirona DAC Universal is also highly recommended for practices that operate on a shared instrument basis. For further information on the DAC Universal, please contact your preferred Sirona dealer.

**Free CPD for the whole team with Oral-B**

Oral-B has launched a range of professional education and training events. These events are designed to provide healthcare professionals with the opportunity to update their knowledge and skills in the latest oral hygiene techniques.

**The Oral-Scan Ltd**

Once a day a removable appliance that doesn’t interfere with the rest of the mouth. The Oral-Scan Ltd systems use a unique method of recording the dentition and are useful for anything from small spaces to complex bridges and implants. They are easy to use and remove, and the patient can be out of the surgery in less than 15 minutes so there is no need to buy extra-handpieces to replace those that are worn out. The Oral-Scan Ltd is ideal for your car park, where you can be confident that your patients will be left with a beautiful smile in less than four months.

**The Oralign**

Ovie is an all over clean solution that comes along after you really make dentists sit up and take notice, this year Dental Tribune magazine is pleased to announce that the Oralign system is now available to all UK practitioners. An ideal source of revenue for every dentist, Oralign Ltd is the ideal practice partner.

**Sirona UNITE for IMPLANT SYSTEMS**

The Sirona UNITE for implant systems is an all-in-one system that includes the latest technology advantages of a KaVo unit, with the added benefit of working with the KaVo DAC Universal.

**Nobel Biocare**

**Nobel Biocare** is dedicated to improving the patient’s experience and has created a number of innovative procedures to enable practitioners to deliver long-lasting results that stand the test of time. Patients are often hesitant to choose implant therapy, but Nobel Biocare is dedicated to ensuring that patients are satisfied with their treatment.

**Water Pik**

Water Pik is famous in both America and the UK, for their top quality oral hygiene products, and the Water Pik® Water Flosser enjoys a reputation for excellence, having been proven to be as effective as traditional string floss at improving periodontal health. Now patients can choose a variety of models on the market. Water Pik’s new VIVID 5 and VIVID 5i offer the performance of the Water Pik® Water Flosser in a new, compact design. The models offer the same high performance that their larger counterparts offered, but in a much smaller package, as it works independently and individually, and is packed with time-saving and user-friendly features – such as The space saving design allows for oral hygiene ease of use and compactness.

**Nano™ Water Flosser**

The Nano™ Water Flosser is ideal for cleaning hard to reach areas. It is compact than the original Water Flosser. The Nano™ Water Flosser has a thin, flexible tip that makes it easy to reach into small spaces. It is also designed in a way that makes it easy to use day and night.

**SpeedyGrowth™ Implant System**

The SpeedyGrowth™ Implant System is the latest addition to Nobel Biocare’s portfolio. This system is designed to offer clinicians a cost-effective and efficient solution for the placement of implants. It is ideal for use in situations where time is of the essence, such as when patients require immediate or same-day treatment.

**The Oralign**

**Oralign** is an all over clean solution that comes along after you really make dentists sit up and take notice, this year Dental Tribune magazine is pleased to announce that the Oralign system is now available to all UK practitioners. An ideal source of revenue for every dentist, Oralign Ltd is the ideal practice partner.

**Free CPD for the whole team with Oral-B**

Oral-B has launched a range of professional education and training events. These events are designed to provide healthcare professionals with the opportunity to update their knowledge and skills in the latest oral hygiene techniques.

**The Oral-Scan Ltd**

Once a day a removable appliance that doesn’t interfere with the rest of the mouth. The Oral-Scan Ltd systems use a unique method of recording the dentition and are useful for anything from small spaces to complex bridges and implants. They are easy to use and remove, and the patient can be out of the surgery in less than 15 minutes so there is no need to buy extra-handpieces to replace those that are worn out. The Oral-Scan Ltd is ideal for your car park, where you can be confident that your patients will be left with a beautiful smile in less than four months.

**The Oralign**

Ovie is an all over clean solution that comes along after you really make dentists sit up and take notice, this year Dental Tribune magazine is pleased to announce that the Oralign system is now available to all UK practitioners. An ideal source of revenue for every dentist, Oralign Ltd is the ideal practice partner.

**Sirona UNITE for IMPLANT SYSTEMS**

The Sirona UNITE for implant systems is an all-in-one system that includes the latest technology advantages of a KaVo unit, with the added benefit of working with the KaVo DAC Universal.

**Nobel Biocare**

**Nobel Biocare** is dedicated to improving the patient’s experience and has created a number of innovative procedures to enable practitioners to deliver long-lasting results that stand the test of time. Patients are often hesitant to choose implant therapy, but Nobel Biocare is dedicated to ensuring that patients are satisfied with their treatment.

**Water Pik**

Water Pik is famous in both America and the UK, for their top quality oral hygiene products, and the Water Pik® Water Flosser enjoys a reputation for excellence, having been proven to be as effective as traditional string floss at improving periodontal health. Now patients can choose a variety of models on the market. Water Pik’s new VIVID 5 and VIVID 5i offer the performance of the Water Pik® Water Flosser in a new, compact design. The models offer the same high performance that their larger counterparts offered, but in a much smaller package, as it works independently and individually, and is packed with time-saving and user-friendly features – such as The space saving design allows for oral hygiene ease of use and compactness.

**Nano™ Water Flosser**

The Nano™ Water Flosser is ideal for cleaning hard to reach areas. It is compact than the original Water Flosser. The Nano™ Water Flosser has a thin, flexible tip that makes it easy to reach into small spaces. It is also designed in a way that makes it easy to use day and night.

**SpeedyGrowth™ Implant System**

The SpeedyGrowth™ Implant System is the latest addition to Nobel Biocare’s portfolio. This system is designed to offer clinicians a cost-effective and efficient solution for the placement of implants. It is ideal for use in situations where time is of the essence, such as when patients require immediate or same-day treatment.

**Oralign**

**Oralign** is an all over clean solution that comes along after you really make dentists sit up and take notice, this year Dental Tribune magazine is pleased to announce that the Oralign system is now available to all UK practitioners. An ideal source of revenue for every dentist, Oralign Ltd is the ideal practice partner.

**Sirona UNITE for IMPLANT SYSTEMS**

The Sirona UNITE for implant systems is an all-in-one system that includes the latest technology advantages of a KaVo unit, with the added benefit of working with the KaVo DAC Universal.

**Nobel Biocare**

**Nobel Biocare** is dedicated to improving the patient’s experience and has created a number of innovative procedures to enable practitioners to deliver long-lasting results that stand the test of time. Patients are often hesitant to choose implant therapy, but Nobel Biocare is dedicated to ensuring that patients are satisfied with their treatment.